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Abstract—Cloud computing is one of the most widely used and acceptable technique. Because of this it came into attention of various groups of 

people, so the security and maintenance of cloud is major issue. In this paper we have point out some of the major issues effecting the security 

and reliability of the cloud. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Service providers are using infrastructure which are provided 

by their respective cloud providers which have different 

aspects of security and privacy. Like using different 

cryptographic techniques for the security purpose to encrypt 

the data and maintain the confidentiality of the data, but there 

are various attacks developed which are starting resolving 

these algorithms very fast like Method of Formal Coding 

Side Channel Attack (MFCSA) [3] resolves XOR function 

which is major threat for algorithms using XOR function for 

computation purpose which is now a day almost all the 

cryptographic algorithms. 

There is a need for a solution for above problem either in 

form of modification in previous algorithm or to develop a 

new algorithm which does not use the XOR function for 

computation purpose. 

The data of the user are very sensitive in nature, so to 

provide privacy to them service providers provide username 

and password to authenticate the user and only use of the 

username/password security token for authentication leaves 

consumer vulnerable to phishing attack. The solution of the 

problem would be the use of a proper Identity Management 

(IDM) [20]. But there are various problems in existing 

IDM’s which leads to the breach in privacy of the consumer 

like one of the most acceptable IDM is Microsoft CardSpace 

[7] which also have several limitation (Section III) which are 

needed to be removed. 

SECURITY ISSUE IN CLOUD 

To maintain the confidentiality of the data of cloud various 

cryptographic techniques are used to ensure security of the 

data but recent attacks make this work much difficult, one of 

the major attack need to be resolved today is MFCSA which 

is used to resolve almost every cryptographic algorithms. 

A. Description of the Method of Formal Coding-Side 

Channel Attack (MFCSA) 

MFCSA is also said as extended version of Algebraic Side 

Channel Attack (ASCA) [4, 5]. Algebraic Side Channel has 

three Steps: 

1) Offline phase 1: algebraic description of the cryptosystem. 

2) Online measurement phase to obtain leaked information. 

3) Offline phase 2: equation system solving by SAT method.              

MFCSA also have above three steps but step 1 and 2 of 

MFCSA is different from that of ASCA. 

In step 1) of ASCA, the algebraic description of a block 

cipher is done which consists of two parts:  

a) The equation system is following the idea of the algebraic 

side channel attack [13]. 

b) The equation system is generated from the leaked 

Hamming weight. 

   In MFCSA, first the direct explicit representation of the 

outputs is given in terms of plain text and master key with 

the help of symbolic computation software like 

Mathematica [16]. Then the Hamming weight (mod 2) of 

the outputs is explicitly represented by the bits of plaintext 

and master key. 

  In step 3) of ASCA, SAT solving technique [14] is used 

to find solution of equation system while in MFCSA, 

Gröbner basis based [15] methods are used to find solution 

of equation system. 

                     

PRIVACY ISSUE IN CLOUD 

Privacy is an important and very crucial factor for cloud as a 

network there are many users which results a lot of sensitive 

data present in cloud so maintain the privacy of the data is 

very important. Cloud uses IDM to maintain the privacy of 

data one of the most famous IDM is Microsoft CardSpace 

which is able to help consumers to manage their various 

digital identities and various username/password which are 

associated with each service provider, centrally. 
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A. Description of Microsoft CardSpace 

Microsoft CardSpace is an Identity-metasystem which 

manages multiple digital identities of a user [7]. It is 

claims based access platform/ architecture, which is 

developed for windows XP. It uses a plug-in for Internet 

explorer 7 browser [8] to provide services in cloud.  

  The CardSpace is designed to comply with the seven 

Laws of identities given by Kim Cameron of Microsoft 

[9]. 

  In CardSpace digital identities are transmitted on the 

network containing some kind of security token. A 

security token consists of various set of claims (Figure 

1). These security tokens provide information in order to 

prove that claimer and user is same person. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. A token contains claims about a user along with a 

digital signature that can be used to verify its issue [8] 

 

Windows CardSpace model involve three parties: 

 Identity provider (Idp): It issues digital 

identities (as trusted third-party) like, a credit 

card provider might issue digital identities 

(security tokens) enabling payment. 

  Relying Parties (RP): It requires identities to 

provide a service to a user like, a web site. 

  Subjects (service requestor): They are 

individuals and other entities about whom the 

claims are made.  

 

FIGURE 2. CardSpace Model of Identity Management [7] 
 

 

B. Limitations of CardSpace Model 

We only discuss the two major limitations of CardSpace 

[10]: 

1. Trust worthiness of Relying Parties (RP) 

As user is prompted for the selecting RP using a particular 

InfoCard, the user has to select the RP. As user, generally 

does not pay attention on the value of right selection or 

unaware about the judgment factors this leads to a major 

challenge or limitation for the IDM. 

2. Single Layer of Authentication 

 As CardSpace authentication relies on the IdP so as in real 

scenario number of RP is more than IdP so within a session 

the authentication process will lead to a single layered 

architecture which is also a limitation for the IDM. 

    

CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have mentioned a security related problem 

and a privacy related problem in cloud. These problems have 

to be solved to maintain the privacy and security in cloud. 

 

For the security issue the MFCSA is resolved by simply 

modifying the previous algorithms to find a new operation in 

against of the XOR operation or the alternative way is to 

develop new algorithms without use of XOR operation 

providing the security in equivalence to previous ones or 

even more. 

For the privacy issue the Microsoft CardSpace is very 

useful IDM but the limitation are decreasing its reliability in 

order to remove these limitations we can develop new token 

mechanism which are multi layered in nature use the 

involvement of the third party the certification process will 

have to be improved  so that the authentication process 

would become more reliable. 
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